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Hallgruppen 
Specialist in design, manufacturing 
and construction of custom made 
structures for all climates
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Worlds biggest fabric tent?  
60 x 360m warehouse 

Giant fabric structure
21600sqm
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11 x 30m with  
20m wall height

40 x 266m with  
8m wall height

This 20m high hall from Hallgruppen is specially adapted for grain 
logistics and is equipped with a custom made gratings that hold 70 tons.

This hall that measures 40 x 266m with 8m wall height required 
18.000m2 of pvc cover and more than 260,000kg of steel
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Hallgruppens versatile storage structures are equipped with durable PVC tensioned 
membrane and are easily adapted to your operational need. 

Fabric 
structures

 › Tailor made fabric 
 structures 

 › Sale or rental 

 › Rapid installation 

 › Re-locatable  

 › Code compliant

 › Cost-effective 
 solutions 

 › Steel or aluminium  
 framework 

 › PVC coated fabric  
	 cover,	steel	cladding,		
 sandwich panels

Twins of 1000m2  
temporary  storage
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Flexible design options
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Open-end storage  
structure for timber
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BOTTOM: Hallgruppen has a range of solutions for offshore and marine 
environments, like these insulated PVC-halls over Statnett’s emergency  
sea-cables in Norway.

Insulated 
structures
Hallgruppens’ insulated warehouse buildings have an 
airtight solution that controls the climate and provides 
many benefits to help promote energy efficiency. 

The halls can be customized with various heat sources, 
loading solutions, doors and non-insulated sections.
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Airplane hangar 35 x 40m  
with 11 meter wall height 
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Sport
structures
Whether its football or tennis Hallgruppen design sport 
halls based on current standards. We offer a wide variety 
of options and can customize the halls to one or many 
different sports.

Sport hall in Iceland 52 x 74m  
with 8 meter wall height 
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Bulk-storage 
warehouses
 
Bulk-halls have lofty ceilings and large floor surfaces with 
integrated wall supports and are often used for storage of 
cereals, salt, pellets, sand and other bulk goods.

BOTTOM:  This hall dimensioned at 40x160m (!) 
has a concrete rim for storage of wood pellets.

This bulk-hall measures 40x120m

Bulk storage for  
50.000m³ of pellets

9 meter high bulk walls  
for upwards storage  

of 60.000m³ of material
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Hall structures for storage and efficient handling of bulk materials.
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Construction
operations & 
projects 
 
Hallgruppen designs and supplies a wide variety of hall 
types. Anything from small storage facilities to large main 
contractor projects. We acknowledge our responsibility to 
find good and efficient solutions.

As a main contractor to many of these projects Hallgruppen was responsible for everything 
from building permits, ground works, foundations, structural and all internal accessories 

such as electrical installations, heating, ventilation and all other details. 

1100 square meter 
sandwich panel hall
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Construction 
and storage 
tents 
 
Hallgruppens’ construction & storage tents provides an  
effective protection against harsh weather. The tents can 
be used for anything that needs shelter from weather such 
as material storage, roof-over-roof systems for renovation 
projects or bridge construction and more.
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110 meters wide running on  
a specially designed rails system.

Maintenance hall for bullet-trains.  
The hall measures about 270m in length. 
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Event 

We have everything you need for small or large-scale events. 
Hallgruppens event structures can be used for exhibitions, 
festivals, conferences and fairs. We also provide furniture, 
floors, heat, lighting, walls and other equipment.
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Bild	på	golv
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Hosting a spontaneous event?
Hallgruppens collection of collapsible furniture from Zown 

can easily be arranged to fit all kinds of spaces.
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In addition to halls we also deliver furniture,  
floors, toilets and other things that assures a great event.
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Aid & relief 
 
Hallgruppen supplies a wide range of tents for emergency 
operations and other purposes worldwide. There is a wide 
range of options such as insulated versions and other acces-
sories to accommodate the demands for each project.
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